Jetvac vacuum cleaner

**Application area**
- Ideal for general cleaning of textile floor coverings
- Dry pre-cleaning of hard floors
- Jetvac accu is ideal for use in busses, trains and aircrafts

The Jetvac with new carry handle – with the ergonomically-designed carry handle, the Jetvac is even easier to carry. The new cable rewind saves you winding up the cable as it is simply released with one hand movement. Weighing just 7.2 kg, it is the lightweight model of its kind. Three smooth-running castors make this machine a powerful and mobile tool; its low balance point ensures that it does not tip over when in use. In all those places where no power point is at hand, the Jetvac accu is the solution. Whether for train, bus or aircraft cleaning – the Jetvac accu makes mobile cleaning possible.

**Customer Benefits**
- Ergonomically-designed carry handle
- Cable can be released with just one hand movement
- Low noise level
- Permanently high suction thanks to powerful motor
- Jetvac accu: can also be used where no power points are available

**Jetvac incl. accessories**
- Code: 740005
- Pack. unit: 1

**Jetvac accu with manual control switch incl. accessories**
- Code: 759005
- Pack. unit: 1

**Jetvac accu incl. accessories**
- Code: 750005
- Pack. unit: 1
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